
  THE NEW ŠKODA

FABIA
 ACCESSORIES



Confidence isn’t just for public speaking. It’s an attitude 
that steers you through life. And if you weren’t born 
with it, you can always borrow it from the ŠKODA 
FABIA. With its sharp, angular lines it’s way too bold to 
be shy. But its confidence isn’t just locked in its looks. 
Being a thoroughbred ŠKODA means it comes with 
thoughtful Simply Clever details that add comfort to 
confidence.

The FABIA is yet another example of our philosophy of 
making beautifully designed cars that are as much a joy 
to drive now as they were back when we started.

That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA..
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Express your individuality to the full. Besides the stylish sports pack, which 

highlights the dynamic design of the car, you have many other options. For 

example, original interior decals or leather accessories, plus door sill covers. 

Not forgetting the attractive light-alloy wheels in 15", 16" or 17" sizes.

SPORT & DESIGN

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
The pack includes external mirror decorative caps in red colour, decorative frame for the front radiator in black colour and red & grey details on 
the bonnet, roof and boot door. The range also includes an alternative Black Pack (black rims, external mirror decorative caps and red & grey 
details). The pack can only be ordered for a new car. ŠKODA AUTO takes care of the professional assembly. For this pack are recomended 
17¨ wheels with lightweight red Savio alloy rims.

Design foils set - Front bumper, Bonnet, Roof,  
Roofspoiler, Tailgate under the window  

(6V6 064 317A), for Combi (6V9 064 317A)
External mirror decorative caps in Corrida Red  

(6V0 072 530)

RED & GREY PACK
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ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Pack Red/Grey in black version offers:  Red & Grey foils on bonnet, roof and 5th door;
external mirrors in black colour; grille frame in silver colour; tinted rear lights; Savio polished red 17" wheels.
The pack can only be ordered for a new car. Pack Plus includes on the top: spoiler of the rear and front bumper,  
decorative lateral strips in body colour and spoiler of 5th door. ŠKODA AUTO takes care of the professional assembly.

Front bumper spoiler in bicolour (6V0 071 606)
Side door sill spoilers (6V0 071 685/6V0 071 685A)

Rear bumper spoiler in body colour (6V6 071 610), for Combi (6V9 071 610)
Roof spoiler in body colour (6V6 071 644), for Combi (6V9 071 644)

Design foils set - Front bumper, bonnet, roof, roof spoiler, tailgate  
under the window (6V6 064 317A), for Combi (6V9 064 317A)

External mirror decorative caps in Red colour (6V0 072 530)
External mirror decorative caps in Black Magic (6V0 072 530A)

RED & GREY PLUS



*Displayed with accessories product black mirror covers.
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ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Do you want to your Fabia to have a fresh look? Opt for attractive  
Sport Pack. It fits your car perfectly and highlights your individuality.

Can be delivered with a new car.

Front bumper spoiler in bicolour (6V0 071 606)

Side door sill spoilers (6V0 071 685/ 6V0 071 685A)

Rear bumper spoiler in body colour (6V6 071 610), for Combi (6V9 071 610)

Roof spoiler in body colour (6V6 071 644), for Combi (6V9 071 644)

SPORT PACK



Can be delivered with a new car.
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Add-on sill skirt in textured matt black.

Front and rear wheel arch extensions  
in textured matt black.

Rear add-on part in textured matt black 
in reflective silver.

Front add-on part with exclusive two-tone paintwork  
in textured matt black and reflective silver.

SCOUTLINE
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories





External mirrors decorative caps 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Red (6V0 072 530)

External mirrors decorative caps 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Black (6V0 072 530A)

External mirrors decorative caps 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Carbon look (5JA 072 530B)

WHEEL CARE 
& STYLE PACK
(000 073 900F)

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the 
“shoes” of your ŠKODA are stylish, sports-tuned or 
purely functional, WHEEL CARE & STYLE PACK offers 
a multitude of items thanks to which your wheels will 
be even more attractive… and belonging only to you!

• Safety bolt set
• Cover for the complete sets of wheels
• Decorative valve caps
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Decorative door sill covers  – ALU inserts
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 071 303)  

Decorative door sill foils
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Black (6V0 071 310) 

Decorative door sill covers – ALU
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 071 303A) 

Decorative door sill foils
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Carbon look (6V0 071 310A) 

Decorative lateral strips
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 071 329)  

Stainless steel foot  pedal covers
For cars with manual transmission (5E1 064 200), 
with automatic transmission (5E1 064 205)

Decorative cover of the interior rearview 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
in glossy white colour without rain and light sensor (6V0 072 540), with sensor (6V0 072 540B);  
in glossy black colour without rain and light sensor (6V0 072 540A), with sensor (6V0 072 540C)



Interior Pad - Carbon look
(6V1 072 390)
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Small Red Leather Sports Pack – cherry red
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Steering wheel: sports steering wheel (5E0 064 241 CXQ); handbrake handle (6V0 064 300); gear lever grip and gaiter: 5-speed transmission 1.2 TSI  
and 1.4 TDI (6V0 064 230 DYT), 1.0 MPI (6V0 064 230A DYT); 6-speed transmission (6V0 064 230B DYT); automatic transmission – left-hand drive  
(6V1 064 220 DYT), automatic transmission – right-hand drive (6V2 064 220 DYT); DSG transmission – left-hand drive (6V1 064 220A DYT),  
DSG transmission – right-hand drive (6V2 064 220A DYT)

Small Grey Leather Sports Pack - Lava Grey
Three-spoke sports steering wheel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Lava grey (5E0 064 241 H FKL); multifunctional - Lava grey (5E0 064 241 J FKM);  
Leather gear stick knob and sleeve - 5 sp MQ100 (6V0 064 230C YDK);  
Leather gear stick knob and sleeve - 5 sp MQ200/250 (6V0 064 230D YDK),  
Leather gear stick knob and sleeve - 6 sp (6V0 064 230E YDK),  
Leather gear stick knob a sleeve for automatic gearbox - DQ (6V1 064 220C YDK), 
Leather handbrake lever (6V0 064 300  RS3)

Three-spoke sports steering wheel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Cherry red (5E0 064 241E FNE);
multifunctional - Cherry red  
(5E0 064 241F FNG)



3. LET’S STICK IT ON

Stick the delivered foil onto the dashboard 

according to the attached instructions. If 

you are unsure of your skills, do not hesitate 

to contact our service partners, who will be 

happy to help you.

Download the instructional video
how to stick the design interior foil
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INTERIOR AS YOUR SECOND SELF
ŠKODA FABIA BRINGS A REVOLUTIONARY POSSIBILITY OF INDIVIDUALIZING THE CAR INTERIOR
Do you want to enjoy a memory of your finest trip? Or have those, who are waiting for you at home, always in sight? Or simply style your vehicle to the last detail? Fine-tune the interior of your 

vehicle with a decorative foil, which fits perfectly into the space on the dashboard in front of the passenger seat. But most importantly, which can carry any motive you can think of. Thus, it perfectly 

reflects your style, temperament or hobbies. And when they change? You can peel the foil off in one fell swoop, and you can spice up your car again!

DON’T HAVE YOUR OWN IDEA AT THE MOMENT?

If you want to decorate the interior of your vehicle to 

your liking but don’t have a suitable picture, use the 

selection of ready themes. The pre-defined interior 

foils can also be ordered in the ŠKODA E-shop. You 

just need to decide, which one of the 10 black and 

white designs will be the right one  

for your car.

BEING A DESIGNER IS SO EASY!
1. CAPTURE YOUR BEST

Take a photo of your motive, or choose any favorite picture.  

Be creative, imagination has no limits!

2. JUST A FEW CLICKS

Go to the page of ŠKODA E-shop

(eshop.skoda-auto.com), where you will find 

a simple application in the "Interior Foils" 

section. In a few easy steps, you first choose 

the type of dashboard decor (black, white or 

light gray and dark gray brushed), upload your 

photo, adjust the desired section, and then 

all you have to do is complete the order. The 

finished foil

will be delivered by courier to your home.

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories



WHEELS
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ELEGANCE
exclusive / colour / other

SPORT
exclusive / colour / other

OUTDOOR
exclusive / colour / other

Alloy wheels range

exclusive

exclusive exclusive exclusive exclusive

exclusive exclusive exclusive

Savio 5JA 071 497C ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
matt black design, brushed

Blade 5JA 071 497G ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7.0 x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
black matt design, brushed

Blade 5JA 071 497F HZ9
light-alloy wheel 7.0 x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
matt platinum design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497E MN4
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
glossy red design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497D HZ9
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
matt platinum design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497B FL8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
metallic black design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497J 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
silver design, brushed

Savio 5JA 071 497H FM9
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
white design, brushed

BUSINESS CLASS WITH TOUCH 
OF PERFECTION.
The same way shoes tell 
important things about you, rims 
tell about your car. Whether 
your goal is to accentuate 
ŠKODA Rapid’s elegant or sports 
attributes, genuine wheels are 
a perfect match.

May be used with snow chains

WHEELS
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Did you know, that…

All the alloy wheels have passed rigorous homologation tests of ŠKODA AUTO to prove their resistance to corrosion, climatic influences  
and driving strain? Moreover, alloy wheels are protected by a layer of extremely hard, heat-resistant paint.

exclusiveexclusive exclusive

Ray 5JA 071 497 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Ray 5JA 071 497 JX2
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
glossy black design, brushed

Ray 5JA 071 497 FL8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17" for 215/40 R17 tyres in 
black metallic design, brushed

Rock 6V0 071 496C 8Z8 
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

Dione 5JA 071 496B 8Z8 
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

exclusive

Italia 6V0 071 496 FL8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16" for 215/45 R16 tyres  
in black metallic design, brushed

Clubber 6V0 071 497 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Camelot 5JA 071 497A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 215/40 R17 tyres in silver design

Antia 5JA 071 496C FL8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in black metallic design

Antia 5JA 071 496 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design

exclusive

Italia 6V0 071 496B 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in silver design, brushed

exclusive

Italia 6V0 071 496A FM9
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in white design, brushed

Propeller 5JA 071 495A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"  
for 185/60 R15 tyres in silver design

Antia 5JA 071 496 FM9
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"  
for 215/45 R16 tyres in white design

Carme 5JA 071 495 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"  
for 185/60 R15 tyres in silver design

colour

Prestige 5JA 071 497A ZG6
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"  
for 215/40 R17 tyres in matt black design

WHEELS
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LIGHT-ALLOY WHEELS

The light-alloy wheels from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

illustrate the combination of quality, functionality and aesthetics. 

They undergo the same testing as series production wheels, 

which ensures their high quality and operational safety.  

During the development and testing stage every possible 

situation that may affect the car is taken into account – no 

matter how extreme.

Computer technology, such as in the simulated image of light-alloy wheel 
testing shown above, is also used to achieve the maximum quality of ŠKODA 
Genuine Accessories products.

Cover for the complete set of wheels 
This set of high-quality polyester wheel covers, with 

a maximum diameter of 18" and width of 245 mm, 
enable easy wheel transport and handling thanks to 

their robust handles.
(000 073 900B)

Bolt covers
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
matt grey (1Z0 071 215 Z37); for wheels
with safety bolts (1Z0 071 215A Z37);
gloss grey (1Z0 071 215 U27);
metallic silver (1Z0 071 215 7ZS);
gloss black (1Z0 071 215 9B9);
matt black (1Z0 071 215 01C);
for wheels with safety bolts 
(1Z0 071 215A 01C)

Matone 6V0 071 495C FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"  
for 185/60 R15 tyres in black design

Matone 6V0 071 495A 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"  
for 185/60 R15 tyres in silver design

WHEELS

Metis 5JA 071 454
hub covers for 5.0J x 14"  
4-piece set

Dakara 5JA 071 455
hub covers for 6.0J x 15"  
4-piece set
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Your new Fabia gets on well with advanced technologies. So make  

the best of it! Needless to say, the higher the infotainment system level, the 

more interesting functions you can enjoy. Do you use a smartphone? Then 

get interesting car data via SmartGate. Do you go on long trips? The Fatigue 

Detection Assistant will be a perfect co-driver for you.

INFOTAINMENT
SmartGate*
SmartGate enables you to connect your smartphone or tablet via the ŠKODA vehicle systems 
application, thus obtaining interesting operational data, such as how economic or dynamic 
your driving is, service information, etc.* 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(6V0 063 218)

SmartLink**
(000 054 830A)
it is available only for AMUNDSEN

Drive Activity Assistant
At speeds from 65 to 200 km per hour, the system evaluates data from the power steering sensors. 
When it detects behaviour that may indicate fatigue (such as more intensive direction corrections via 
the steering wheel), it sends an audible and visual signal to the driver, recommending to take a break.
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(5E0 054 801)

*SmartGate will be offered only for cars produced until CW 22/16.
** SmartLink will be offered only for cars produced since CW 22/17.

Drive G-MeterMFA Pro Performance ServiceMotorSound 

MAP UPDATES
Any road network is subject to ongoing changes, which means you must update  

the memory of your navigation system. This is the only way to travel securely to 

your destination every time, find the shortest route and enjoy your trip. For this 

reason, map updates save your time and money.

Navigation SD card
World (without Europa)

Australia, Indonesia, Israel, Malaysia,  
New Zeland, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey
Partially: Botswana, Brunei, Lesotho, Philippines, 
Mosambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland

Tento výrobek je shodný s typem schváleným  
Ministerstvem dopravy České republiky pod číslem  
schválení ATEST 8SD č. 1426.

Order number

5E0 919 866A
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Navigation SD card
World (without Europe)

Navigační SD karta – Svět (bez Evropy)

Navigations SD-Karte – Welt (ohne Europa)

GB For use with

 Navigation system ŠKODA (Amundsen).
 For use see the operating instructions  

 of the navigation systém.
 The parallel use of the software, database  

 and map data stored on this data carrier is  
 authorised for one navigation system only.

CZ Pro použití v

 Navigačním systému ŠKODA (Amundsen).
 Použití viz návod k obsluze navigace.
 Není povoleno používat software, databanku  

 a mapová data z tohoto datového nosiče  
 ve více než jednom navigačním systému.

D Einsetzbar für

 Navigationssystem ŠKODA (Amundsen).
 Für den Gebrauch siehe Bedienungsa- 

 nleitung des Navigationssystems.
 Dieser Datenträger berechtigt zur zeit- 

 gleichen Nutzung der auf ihr gespeicherten  
 Software, Datenbank und Kartendaten auf
 nur einem Navigationssystem.

 

USB connecting cable 

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Connecting cable – USB to Mini (5JA 051 446H) 
Connecting cable – USB to Apple (5E0 051 510E) 
Connecting cable – USB to Micro (5JA 051 446J)

Navigation SD cards
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Amundsen navigation system;
(Europe 1 – 5L0 051 236T
Europe 2 – 5L0 051 236AA
World 1 – 5L0 051 236AB
World 2 – 5L0 051 236AC
empty – 5L0 051 236C)
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Having your own style means having 

your own ideas of comfort. And because 

comfort goes hand in hand with utility, 

our range of accessories is very diverse.

COMFORT 
& UTILITY

Protective foil for loading edge 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 061 197); for Fabia  
Combi (6V9 061 197)

Rear mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 075 101); for Fabia Combi (6V9 075 101)

Front mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 075 111)



Ashtray  
to the cup holder

000 061 142B

4
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Armrest
Contains a storage space.
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 061 123)

Cruise control*
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Cruise control (6V0 054 800A); 
Cruise control with the MFA-control on the steering column combi 
switch (6V0 054 800B);  
for cars with speedlimiter (6V0 054 800C); 
Cruise control for cars with speedlimiter and with the MFA-control  
on the steering column combi switch  (6V0 054 800D); 

Thermo-electric cooling box (15 L)
Dual function, device cools or heats. (5L0 065 400)

Thermo-electric cooling box (20 L)
– with car battery voltage guard (000 065 400G)

Rubber boot mat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 061 160); for Combi (6V9 061 160)

Plastic boot tray
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 061 162); for Combi (6V9 061 162)

Universal fixing elements
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 061 104)

Netting system
Set of three nets, double vertical nets.
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
In grey (6V6 017 700A), in black (6V6 017 700);
in grey for Combi (6V9 017 700A); in black for Combi (6V9 017 700)

Multimedia holder 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 051 435)

Bin for door panel 
To be inserted in the pocket in the front or 
rear door. 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
In black (5JA 061 107 9B9),
in beige (5JA 061 107 WC4)

Double-sided rubber/textile boot mat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 061 163; 6V9 061 163)

Smart Holder  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
hook - (3V0 061 126)
adapter - (3V0 061 128)

Smart Holder  
– multimedia holder
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3V0 061 129)
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Double sided boot mat into the luggage
compartment for Fabia Combi

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V9 061 210)

Net under
the parcel shelf

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V6 065 110A)

False boot floor
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V9 061 261)

Trunk grille for Fabia Combi
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V9 017 221)

Trunk grille of the luggage compartment for Fabia Combi
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V9 017 222)

Protective-decorative strip of the loading edge 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
only for Combi (6V9 061 195)

Portable coffee maker
(000 069 641C)
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Back seat protection
(3V0 061 680)

Rubber mat over the tunnel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(6V0 061 580)

Dog safety belt
size S (000 019 409A); size M (000 019 409B);                                             
size L (000 019 409C); size XL (000 019 409D)

FLOOR MATS

A car is like a second home. In order to keep its interior cosy and clean, you can protect it using textile or rubber mats. They capture both dirt and 

moisture, have an anti-slip surface and their shape perfectly fits the space beneath the passengers’ feet. While textile floor mats provide comfort for 

the feet and further support the later onset of driver fatigue, rubber mats are ideal for use in inclement weather, when excessive dirt can be carried into 

the car interior on passengers’ shoes. The floor mats can be removed at any time, are easy to clean and replace with those more suitable for the current 

conditions.

Heel test device Testing of fixing element strength

Holds and lasts

Did you know that the textile floor mats from ŠKODA Genuine 

Accessories also undergo the so-called “heel test”? This test 

simulates the action of the driver’s foot on the accelerator, 

sinking the heel 5 mm into the floor mat in both dry and wet 

conditions at an angle of 45°. The floor mats also undergo 

an additional load test in the form of a long driving test, and 

further focus is placed on the brackets fixing the front floor 

mats to the car upholstery. The tests are designed to verify the 

proper clip strengths needed to enable comfortable handling 

by the driver, while keeping the floor mat in place despite the 

occasional application of force during the drive.

Rubber mats with  raised edging
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 

Two-part front set: for  
left-hand drive  (6V1 061 551),  
right-hand drive (6V2 061 551);  
two-part rear set (6V0 061 551)

Textile foot mats – Standard
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Four-part set for  
left-hand drive (6V1 061 404A),  
right-hand drive  (6V2 061 404A)

Textile foot mats Prestige 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Four-part set for  
left-hand drive (6V1 064 404); 
left-hand drive with red trim (6V1 061 404B); 
right-hand drive (6V2 064 404);  
right-hand drive with red trim (6V2 064 404B)
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Transverse roof rack for Fabia Combi
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  (6V9 071 151)

Detachable tow bar
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
- Electrics for cars with serial preparation
( 6V6 092 155 + 6V6 055 202);
- Electrics for cars without serial preparation
( 6V6 092 155 + 6V6 055 202 + 6V0 055 204);

Detachable tow bar for Fabia Combi
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
- Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(6V9 092 155 + 6V9 055 202)
- Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(6V9 092 155 + 6V9 055 202 + 6V0 055 204)

A part of the ŠKODA Original Accessories portfolio, the tow bar

significantly increases the utility value of your ŠKODA Fabia. It 

can have a 2100kg trailer with brakes or a 750kg trailer without 

brakes attached to it. The tow bar complies with all Czech and 

international regulations. It is made of high-quality materials and 

has undergonemany rigorous toughness, corrosion resistance and 

stress tests. Its wiring has passed an electromagnetic compatibility 

test. The tow bar can be locked, securing it against theft. Its simple 

automatic mounting / dismounting mechanism does not require any 

tools, making it very easy to comply with

the legal obligation to remove the device when it's

not being used. After removal, the mounting hole is protected by a 

cover of the same color as the car's.

Interior bicycle holder  
for Fabia Combi

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(3T9 056 700)

Non-detechable tow bar
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
- Electrics for cars with serial preparation
( 6V6 092 101 + 6V6 055 202);
- Electrics for cars without serial preparation
( 6V6 092 101 + 6V6 055 202 + 6V0 055 204);

Non-detachable tow bar for Fabia Combi
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
- Electrics for cars with serial preparation
(6V9 092 101 + 6V9 055 202)
- Electrics for cars without serial preparation
(6V9 092 101 + 6V9 055 202 + 6V0 055 204)

Basic roof rack
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories (6V6 071 126)

When you head off on holiday, or set off for a cycling track or a ski 

run, some things you need simply do not belong inside a car – 

even if they fit. So transport them on the roof or in a trailer.

TRANSPORTATION
4

8

4
9
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Lockable ski and snowboard box
Capacity of up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards,
volume of 380 litres, successfully passed the City Crash test. 
Available in three colours.
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

In silver
 (5L6 071 175)

In white
(5L6 071 175B)

Simulation map of stress induced by roof rack tightening.

ROOF RACKS, HOLDERS AND BOXES

When you get the basic roof rack from ŠKODA Genuine 

Accessories, your car will transport almost anything. Other 

roof systems and carriers can be mounted to the basic roof 

rack, such as bicycle racks, ski and snowboard racks or 

boxes, luggage cases, etc.

The basic roof rack dimensions and shape are perfectly 

compatible with the Fabia model. One hundred percent 

compatibility of the product with the vehicle eliminates 

problems with installation or use. You will also avoid 

potential safety hazards that may occur when using non-

genuine accessories.

The racks undergo a number of demanding tests. Their 

resistance to corrosion, loading capacity, strength and 

durability are tested in various conditions, as well as the 

subsequent water tightness of the car after their installation. 

During the so called City Crash test, a rack loaded with 

90 kg must remain on the car body under a force of 

approximately 12 G lasting for 50 milliseconds (impact 

simulation).

In black
(5L6 071 175A)

Lockable bicycle rack with aluminium profile 
The rack consists of an aerodynamically-shaped aluminium profile 

and holder of matt chrome-plated steel. Easy to mount transverse 
racks, weight of approximately 3.2 kg, maximum load capacity of up 

to 20 kg. (000 071 128E)

No photo:
Lockable bicycle rack with  

steel profile. (000 071 128D)

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
Capacity of up to 4 pairs of skis or  

2 snowboards. Thanks to the large open buttons, the ski rack 
can be operated even when wearing thick gloves.The extension 

function facilitates loading and unloading. Also suitable for 
wakeboard transport.  

(000 071 129H)

The City Crash is a method of testing genuine accessories 
products that can be  

fitted to the vehicle’s body. 

Method: A section of the body is fitted to special  
skids, which are travelling at a speed of 30 km/h.  

At the moment of the simulated collision, the force reaches 
between 9 and 12 G’s and lasts for 80 ms. 

Evaluation: In order to successfully pass the City  
Crash test, none of the transported objects may get detached 

from the body, which demonstrates that  
the safety of both pedestrians and other vehicles  

in real traffic is not endangered by the product.
City Crash test by ŠKODA AUTO was  

verified for lockable ski and snowboard box  
and for basic roof rack..
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Rear parking sensors
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

for cars produced until 45/15 (6V0 054 630)  
for combi cars produced until 45/15 (6V9 054 630)   

for cars produced from 45/15 (6V0 054 630A)
for combi cars produced from 45/15 (6V9 054 630A)  

Do you have small children? Start by selecting a child 

seat. Do you always want to park confidently and 

safely? Parking sensors are invaluable assistants.  

And when the new Fabia attracts unwanted 

attention, the mechanical transmission locking 

system will ensure the security of your car,  

wherever you park.



ISOFIX G O/1 child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 909D)

0-18 kg

Wavo Kind child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 904D)

Protective pad under the child seat
(000 019 819A)

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(000 019 903D)

15–36 kg

15–36 kg
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Watch the child seat testing video.

CHILD SEATS

Do you want to ensure the maximum safety 

of your children in the car? The child seats from 

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories with mounting  

options for transporting against the direction of 

travel, comfort and variability, represent the best 

solution for transporting the smallest passengers.

Practical and variable 
The intelligent design of these child seats allows the child to not only be 
seated in the back, but also on  the front passenger’s seat where you can see 
them.  The child seats feature variability and numerous setting options to adapt 
them to the changing size of your children. 

Perfectly verified 
All child seats from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories comply with European 
safety regulations (EHK 44.04) and have passed a number of other tests. 
The high quality and safety of these child seats is demonstrated by their 
excellent  results in the Euro NCAP impact test, together with successful 
non-combustibility testing, harmful substance ratings  and cover quality.

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(1ST 019 907)

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(DDA 000 006)

0–13 kg 9–18 kg
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Set for Spare wheel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
(6V0 093 860)

Warning triangle
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories

Space-saving, but still stable and well visible, with 
folding metal feet for emergency roadside standing. 

(GGA 700 001A)

Foldable snow shovel 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of aluminium alloy, weight 750 g, 
three-part, including a practical  
textile bag.
(5L0 099 320)

Spare bulb set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For cars without fog lamps:  
H4 (6V0 052 000), H7 (6V0 052 000A);  
with fog lamps:  
H4 (6V0 052 000B), H7 (6V0 052 000C)

Tow rope
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Certified, enables towing of a car weighing 
maximum of 2,500 kg. (GAA 500 001)

Snow chains 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
For 14" wheels (000 091 387AM),  
for 15" wheels (000 091 387AN)

First aid box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Content complies with amended Directive 
No. 216/2010. (3T0 093 108)

Photo is only illustrative – each country 
should  use the photo and the number of 
local first aid box.

Safety bolt set 
Avoid unauthorised wheel removal. The bolts require a special 
adaptor to be unscrewed. 
(000 071 597C)

Reflective safety vest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of 100% polyester, supplied in a textile case.
In yellow (000 093  056F), 
in orange (XXA 009 001)

Photo is only illustrative – each country  
should use the photo  of reflective safety vest.

Mechanical  transmission  locking system
Locks the gearbox, thus  protects your car against theft.  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Manual transmission: 1.0 MPI (6V0 071 775B),
1.2 TSI, 1.6 MPI  and 1.4 TDI (6V0 071 775);
automatic transmission  (6V0 071 775A)



Download the ŠKODA
Interactive Catalogue and
explore the car from every
angle.

For genuine 
Škoda Parts & Accessories 
look no further than 
The Skoda Shop

Download the MyŠKODA App
Your Digital Companion

MAKE IT UNIQUELY      YOUR ŠKODA

To bui ld your very own car visit  http://cc-cloud.skoda-auto.com

Your ŠKODA partner:
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Image Disclaimer: The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and certain illustrations, features,  
parts and equipment may differ from actual production cars and from country to country. To get exact confirmation of features/parts and equipments please get in touch with your nearest local ŠKODA


